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The Carnival finalists New South Wales & Queensland

Trophy Presentation dinner Guest Speaker and former
Test player Terry Jenner presenting Justin Thompson
Queensland Batsman of the Carnival

Trophy Presentation dinner Guest Speaker and former
Test player Terry Jenner presenting Christian
Hernandez New South Wales Player of the Carnival

Trophy Presentation dinner Guest Speaker and former
Test player Terry Jenner presenting Luke Bereznicki
Tasmania Bowler of the Carnival

New South Wales Captain David Sidgreaves receiving
The ‘Shield’ from Trophy Presentation dinner Guest
Speaker and former Test player Terry Jenner

The sketch on the front cover has been copied from the centre panel of the Chemists Interstate Challenge
Cricket Shield. To the best of our knowledge is does not relate to any cricket ground nor to a particular match.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The 2008 – 2009 season can only be described as magnificent, highlighted by the National
Cricket Carnival played in Adelaide. The Carnival was described by the players as ‘The Best’
and without doubt an outstanding success. The Victorian team regarded their day at the
Chateau Tanunda as ‘The best day of Pharmacy Cricket’. Perhaps the fact they lost several
balls down the gully into the bush from lusty strokes could be the season. Each State won at
least a match with New South Wales ably led by David Sidgreaves being undefeated and is
the National Champions for 2008 – 2009.
Congratulations must go the host State South Australians led by Rob O’Shannassy, assisted
by Michael Broadbent for the work they did in securing the grounds and with the
arrangements at the various games. To be able to play the Carnival games for the first two days at the grounds of
Adelaide University and for the last two days at St Peter’s College was not only a delight but a privilege. The St
Peter’s grounds set in the best of an English tradition and style were a joy to see especially the main oval which
was a fantastic ground for the final.
The Chateau Tanunda in the Barossa valley was the venue for the teams on their ‘bye’ day on Thursday and Friday
with a 20/20 match on the ground followed by a BBQ on the terrace in the late afternoon with a glass or two of the
best wines. The NSW and WA lads on Friday had the added benefit of watching the ‘Tour down under’ with Lance
Armstrong passing the entrance to the Chateau.
The Carnival ‘Welcome’ BBQ at the Adelaide Oval and the final night trophy ‘Presentation’ dinner at the elegant
dining hall of St Peter’s College added that extra element to ensure the Carnival more than lived up to expectations.
Western Australia will be the venue for 2010 with preliminary plans already on the way.
The other games Blues v Golds, won again by the Blues, City v Country in Orange NSW won by City with a last
wicket partnership, Pharmacy v The Dentists played for the first time was a dramatic win by Pharmacy and the
Pharmacy v The Doctors match won by Pharmacy was a high scoring game with a close finish. It is disappointing
the AMA have indicated they will not be able to support this fixture in the future. These games completed the first
half of the season. Following the Carnival the Pharmacy v Industry match was won for the first time convincingly
by Pharmacy. The Sydney v Newcastle match was also a solid victory to Sydney. It is worthy of note that New South
Wales, Sydney (City) and the Pharmacy team have gone through the season undefeated.
During the season from the student ranks have come new and talented players. Such names as Danny Huynh,
Brenton Hart, Sylvester Sein from Sydney. Matt Frith and Matt Dan from Newcastle and Justin Smith from Wagga.
There were some outstanding performances both with bat and ball, highlighted by Chris Georges taking 6 for 8
against the Dentists and Christian Hernandez being awarded ‘Player of the Carnival’ in Adelaide with fine batting
and wicket-keeping in all three Carnival games.
The season finished with an ‘Invitation’ match between the President’s team and an Invitation team played at Bradman
Oval Bowral. The teams were made up of players from Sydney, Country, Newcastle and Industry. Several family groups
came together with friends and members of the organizations who sponsor and support Pharmacy Cricket. The
Pharmacy Cricket web site at www.pharmacycricket.com.au has all the results and match reports with many photos.
I must acknowledge the sponsorship and support given by the various organizations and companies listed on the back
page of this report. Without this assistance Pharmacy Cricket would not be able to continue in the manner which has
been achieved nor continue to grow. The awarding of the two scholarships presented this season is an indication of
our commitment to fulfill our mission statement and the involvement of new and talented students and recent graduates
has brought new and potential leaders in touch with the wider elements of Pharmacy. The McGrath Foundation
received a donation of over $1000 raised at the Adelaide Carnival Trophy dinner plus subsequent donations.
Thanks must go to the office of the NSW Pharmacy Guild for their assistance with printing and other clerical
matters. This help is invaluable and is much appreciated. Also committee members Paul Mahoney and Peter
O’Reilly for their continued commitment to ensure our games run smoothly ably supported by Binh Luu.
The 2009 – 2010 season will be a challenge with the tight economy and it is hoped those who have supported our
endeavors will see the value of their continued sponsorship.
Greg Hodgson
President July 2009
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NATIONAL CRICKET CARNIVAL
Adelaide, South Australia
Played in delighful weather of clear cloudless skies and described as the ‘Best Carnival’and the ‘Best days
Cricket’ the Pharmacy Cricket Carnival played in January was indeed a great event.
With a ‘Welcome’ BBQ at the Adelaide
Oval, games at the grounds of
Adelaide University, the magnifient
and most elegant setting of St Peter’s
College and the visit and games at the
Chateau Tanunda in the Barossa
Valley. The Carnival culminated with
the trophy presentation dinner in the
dining hall of St Peter’s, more than
fulfilled expectations.
Each of the six State teams,
Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria,
Tasmania, South Australia & Western
Australia had a victory at some stage of
the four days of the Carnival.
The honours of the Carnival were evenly
distributed with NSW player Christain
New South Wales batting vs Queensland in the final, St Peter’s College Hernandez being ‘Player of the
Carnival’,
Queenslander
Justin
Thompson the ‘Batsman of the Carnival’ and Tasmanian Luke Bereznicki the ‘Bowler of the Carnival’. New
Soutn Wales won the ‘final’ v Queensland to be National Champions for 2008 – 2009. Players from each State
were awarded ‘Man of the Match’ Awards at the other games played.
Individual performanes of note were
South Australian Michael Broadbent’s 7
for 3 including a ‘Hat Trick’ off 4 overs
in the 20/20 match v Tasmanian.
Highest scores were; Danny Huynh
(NSW) 62 v SA, Andrew Mason (WA) 62
not out v WA & Steven Morgan (TAS) 61
v WA. Of the bowlers David Ford (VIC)
5 for 24 v SA and Luke Bereznicki
(TAS) 6 for 38 v WA took the most
wickets in a Carnival match.
Congratulations most go the the South
Australian committee with special
mention of Rob O’Shannassy for the
outstanding work in organising the
grounds, the umpires & scorers
and the provision of marquees,
tables,chairs drinks etc each day
at each ground.

Victoria batting vs New South Wales, Adelaide University

Pharmacy Cricket President Greg Hodgson said all invloved, players, helpers and family members can be
justly proud of what was acieved in Adelaide as the Carnival more that lived up to the high standards already
set and were no doubt exceeded.
The Carnival for 2010 will be played in Perth Western Australia.
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NATIONAL CRICKET CARNIVAL
Adelaide, South Australia

The South Australian Team

Tasmanian captain Steven Morgan presented with the
Match Trophy vs Western Australia by Paul Mahoney

Chateau Tanunda in the Barossa Valley

Queensland batting vs New South Wales, the Final,
St Peter’s College

St Peter’s College

Trophy Presentation dinner St Peter’s College
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BLUES vs GOLDS
Shore School Ground, Northbridge
The first match of the Pharmacy Cricket season was played at the
grounds of Shore School Northbridge. The match saw six new
members playing for the first time. The Golds won the toss and
batted. Openers Chris Georges 22 and Steve Thompson 18 gave
their team a good start but from 1 for 32 after ten overs the side fell
apart and were 7 for 86. David Sidgreaves at number six held the
team together with a determined 46.Taking the team total to 140.
Andy Dent for the Blues took 4 for 14 off his 8 overs ably supported
by Binh Luu 2 for 17 off 5 overs.
The Blues were in
early trouble at 1 for 9
and 2 for 9 after 5
Blues Captain Anthony BouAntoun receives overs. Andy Dent 30
the ‘Wilkinson Cup’ from Warwick Wilkinson retired and John
Obaid 33 retired
moved the runs along and Captain Anthony BouAntoun at number
10 and with five fours ensured the Blues won the match. The bowling
for the Golds was shared between five bowlers.
The match trophy was presented by Warwick Wilkinson and Andy
Dent was ‘Man of the Match’

Blues & Golds

PHARMACY vs DENTISTS
Sydney Pharmacy student Chris Georges demolishes the Dentists
Chris Georges, playing in the inaugural match Pharmacy v The
Dentists at the main Oval of Shore School at Northbridge on
Sunday 2nd November bowled like a demon and devastated the
dentists by taking 6 wickets for 8 runs off 7 overs with 4 maidens.
Chris just missed a hat trick and broke a stump with his super fast
deliveries. Pharmacy with a score of 209 easily won the match
dismissing the Dentists for 50 after 20 overs. Nathan Blackmore
student from Newcastle top scored for pharmacy with 51 not out
and Sydney student Joseph Bacha having scored 4 ducks in his
previous games played a determined inning and scored a credible
49. Perhaps the use of a new bat helped. Fellow student Danny
H u y n h
played well
for his 26.
Nathan Blackmore on his way to 51 not out
Pharmacy
Captain Peter Mikhail coming in at number 11 took toll of
the bowling scoring 31.
The Dentists’ captain Brad Moore in congratulating
Pharmacy on their win commented on the professional
manner in which the match was organised and the friendly
and sporting way the game was played.
Pharmacy Cricket committee member Peter O’Reilly
presented the ‘Trophy’ donated by the ADA to Pharmacy
captain Peter Mikhail. Chris Georges won the ‘Man of
the Match‘ award.
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The Pharmacy team with the trophy and broken stump

CITY vs COUNTRY
Kinross Wolaroi School, Orange
In association with the Charles Sturt Pharmacy
Foundation the annual cricket match City v
Country was played on Sunday 26th of October
at the delightful and picturesque ground of the
Kinross Wolaroi School in Orange.
The Foundation held an excellent dinner at the
Borrodell Vineyard Mount Canoblas on the
Saturday evening at which the first of the two
Pharmacy Cricket scholarships for 2009 was
presented to 3rd year pharmacy student Kate
Callaghan from Charles Sturt University
Wagga. Those at the dinner were very
impressed with this fine young lady and many
commented favorably about the way she
intends to use the scholarship funds.
Kinross Wolaroi School Oval

The match on Sunday lived up to the
expectations of previous games with the match decided with the last two
batsmen at the crease. Batting first Country lost wickets quickly. Mark White
held the side together with a fine 42 before being bowled by Chris Georges
and with his brother Dean’s 18 not out helped the Country to score 143. The
City bowling honours were shared with Andy Dent taking 2 for 13 and Danny
Huynh 2 for 23 being the best.
It was delightful to see the first female student Diviya G-K playing for Country.
Diviya opened the batting and played out some very determined and
accurate bowling from Chris Georges and Brenton Hart. Andy Dent finally
bowled Diviya after 14 overs.

City started in a disastrous manner and were 1 for 1 in the first over, then 2
for 8, 3 for 30 and so on to 5 for 53. Binh Luu remained at the crease scoring
17. Andrew Douglas helped with a well compiled 36 as did Andy Dent with
26. Then a collapse, City losing 4 wickets for 13 runs. Not to let the side
Country player Diviya G–K
down, Captain
David Sidgreaves came in as last man with the
City team requiring 11 runs to win and joined
not out batsman Chris Georges and watched
as Chris scored the runs required, Chris’s final
stoke being a four taking City to victory.
Country captain Ben Brndusic had the best
figures with 3 for 19 off his 9 overs and was
helped by opening bowling Glen Harper
taking 2 for 24 off 10 overs. It is worthy to note
there were 12 pharmacy students playing as
members of the two teams.
The Trophy was presented by Associate
Professor Lyn Angel of Charles Sturt
University to City Captain David Sidgreaves
and Mark White Country was awarded the
“Player of the Match’.

The City Team
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PHARMACY vs INDUSTRY
Shore School Ground, Northbridge
Winning the toss Industry decided to bat. Chris Georges
struck in his second over dismissing James Bowmaker
(Blooms) for a duck. Ben Sullivan (Alphapharm) followed
shortly after for one as did Paul Baker (Guild Legal) for four.
Industry 3 for 18 after 15 overs. Wickets fells consistently
with Matt Mellows (MSD) and Charlie AbouAntoun (J&J)
being the only batsman to reach double figurers. The star
of the industry batting was young Tyler Frazer who at
age 9 years withstood the bowling for 44 minutes and
faced 52 balls to score a very credible 6 runs. Industry
all out for 88 after 44 overs. The bowling for pharmacy.
Chris Georges 3 for 2 off 7.2 overs with 6 maidens and
John Obaid 3 for 8 off 8
overs with 3 maidens took
the bowling honours.

Pharmacy & Industry teams

Pharmacy openers Nathan Blackmore and Bin Luu started steadily. Luu was dismissed for
10 with score at 18. Next in Anthony BouAntoun and Nathan Blackmore facing determined
fast bowling from Tim Sallway and Ben Sullivan withstood the attach and Blackmore with
an outstanding batting performance supported by BouAntoun took the score to 89 for a
decisive win for Pharmacy. Nathan Blackmore with 47 not out was ‘Man of the Match’

The Score board

SYDNEY vs NEWCASTLE
Turramurra Oval Sydney
Having had a good look at the pitch and noted the likely moisture content
and the green appearance Newcastle captain Christian Hernandez did
not hesitate on winning the toss and decided to bowl. His decision was
well vindicated after the forth over, Sydney lost both openers with the
score at 2 for 4, then 3 for 16. Sydney Captain Anthony BouAntoun coming
in at number 4 played a great captain’s knock steering his side through the
bowling attach of Newcastle and was dismissed for 35 with the sore at 84.
Sydney student Danny Huynh joined his captain for a 49 run partnership
scoring 25 at a critical time. Following BouAntoun’s dismissal wickets fell
quickly and Steve Thompson coming in late in the batting order scorered
quickly and remained 23 not out. Sydney all out for 124 after 44 overs.
’The Toss. Christian Hernandez
& Anthony BouAntoun

Newcomer
to
the
Newcastle team Daniel
Upward bowling well had 2 for 4 in his first 7 overs and finished his
10 overs with 4 for 10 with 4 maidens. Mat Dan off his 10 overs took
2 for 14 with 3 maidens.
Newcastle started in a similar disastrous manner to Sydney and
were 2 for none after 3 overs and were only 2 for 11 after 8 overs.
Opener Nathan Blackmore remained holding up one end being
dismissed for 38 at the score 4 for 45. Christian Hernandez batting
confidently looked like taking his side to victory but a mid pitch mix
up had him run out for 19. The remaining wickets fell quickly with
Newcastle all out for 75. Sydney bowlers John Obaid 3 for 14, Steve
Thompson 2 for 10, Chris Georges 2 for 16 and Tony Herro 2 for 34
shared the wickets. Man of the match was Nathan Blackmore
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Sydney Captain Anthony BouAntoun
receives the Match Trophy

THE DOCTORS FAIL BY FOUR RUNS TO
SNATCH VICTORY
Hordern Oval, Cranbrook School

Hordern Oval Cranbrook School Bellevue Hill
Played at the Cranbrook School Bellevue Hill the match Pharmacy v The Doctors produced a nail biting finish.
Due to early showers the start was delayed and the match was reduced to 40 overs per team. Pharmacy at 1 for 11
and 4 for 43 had a poor start. Andy Dent with 45 and pharmacy student and new member Sylvester Stein with a great
innings of 53 retired, supported by Peter Mikhail (two sixes) retiring on 50, took the pharmacy team total to 204.
For the Doctors Mayuran Suthesan with 4 for 25 and Guy Moloney 2 for 20 had the best figures.
The Doctors in reply were 1 for 4, 2 for 19 and 5 for 46 and were facing defeat. Not so. Raviraj Shetty with 26,
Stewart Prestwick 27 stemmed the tide. Then followed Alistair Little batting well and remained 57 not out with
Sachin Shetty 41 being the last man out four runs short of victory. The Doctors 201.
For Pharmacy Joseph Bacha with 4 for 31, Damian Abi-Hanna 2 for 20 and Sylvester Sein 2 for 16 took the
bowling honors.
Playing with Pharmacy Cricket for the first
time Sydney student Sylvester Sein was a
find with 53 not out in an innings lasting 90
minutes at a critical time in the Pharmacy
inning followed with good fielding
including great catches and 2 for 16 was
clearly the ‘Man of the Match’.
A great game of cricket played in a
wonderful spirit at an equally wonderful
ground overlooking Sydney Harbour with
many family members present to
encourage the players.

Pharmacy & Doctors teams
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INVITATION MATCH
THE PRESIDENT’S XI vs THE INVITATION XI
Bradman Oval, Bowral
Sunny and delightful one day, rain showers the next, is a phrase that should be
used to describe Bowral in April. So it was on Sunday 19th April. The weather was
overcast and rain threatened having been bright and sunny the previous day. Not
to be put off all the players arrived on time changed into their whites to be presented
with their team caps by former Australian Test Captain and pharmacist Ian Craig.
Bradman Oval as always was in first class condition. Steve Thompson (Sydney)
captain of the Invitation team on winning the toss decided to bowl. Opening
batsmen for the Presidents team Michael Redpath (Newcastle) and Binh Luu
(Sydney) had an opening stand of 63 when
Michael Redpath receives his cap
Luu was dismissed for 23 in the 17th over.
from Ian Craig
Redpath was required to retire on 30 and
resumed his innings later to remain 50 not out. Matt Dan (Newcastle) coming in at
number 4 batted in grand style with one stroke for 6 just missing two rather
expensive cars parked nearbye, and remained 50 not out. Of the remaining
batsmen Ivan Mauko (GSK), team captain David Sidgreaves (Sydney), Chris
Georges (Sydney) with Paul Wickham (Country) 30 not out, all recorded double
figures. The Presidents’ team reached 8 for 218 after the allotted 40 overs. Bowling
for the Invitation team Nick Holton (Sydney) with 3 for 19 and Tim Sallway
CSU student Justin Smith playing a
(Alphapharm) 2 for 37, took the bowling honours. The fielding team was not helped
classic off drive
with the occasional rain shower and at one stage the wicket having to be covered.

Michael O’Reilly plays a drive to the
on side

The Invitation team opened their innings and lost their first wicket in the 4th over
and were 1 for 21. Opener and CSU student Justin Smith 42 not out with Tim
Sidgreaves 30 held the side together and with Chris Hernandez (Newcastle) and
Andy Dent (Sydney) not out 33 moved the score along. However it appeared the
number of overs left would not allow a close finish let alone a win. .However one
should never underestimate just what an O’Reilly on Bradman Oval can achieve,
with three 6’s and two 4’s Michael O’Reilly (Country) 38 not out with Captain Steve
Thompson (Sydney) 23, almost reached
the runs required for victory . The
Invitation team all out for 209.

It was a delight to see many family groups at the match together with those whose
organizations sponsor Pharmacy Cricket, some coming from as far as the
Victorian border, Wagga Wagga, the ACT, Newcastle and Sydney.
At the BBQ following the match, former Test Captain and Hockey Olympian Brian
Booth presented the match Trophy to David Sidgreaves captain of the Presidents’
team offering congratulations to both teams for a splendid match. Paul Wickham
with 30 not out, 2 for 17 and two exceptional catches off consecutive deliveries
was awarded ‘Man of the Match’.

Man of the Match Paul Wickham
receives his award

David Sidgreaves is presented with
the Mach Trophy by Brian Booth

To recognize that teams representing New South Wales, City (Sydney) and
Pharmacy playing some eight games remaining undefeated during the season a
‘Player of the Season’ medal was awarded to David
Sidgreaves. Pharmacy Cricket President Greg Hodgson in
presenting the medal spoke of the way David captained
his teams, often batting very low in the order, to give the
younger fellows a better opportunity, some times although
the captain, he did not bat and recognized that David had
been part of Pharmacy Cricket since day one. David
wearing his medal was joined by his wife Nikki and their
five little ones for a family photo.

This match was a great way to finish this most successful season of 18 games (which included the
National six states Carnival) played at a variety of excellent grounds involving a wide spectrum of
the Pharmacy profession supported by various industry organizations and professional bodies.
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‘Player of the Season’
medal winner
David Sidgreaves

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
During 2008 Pharmacy Cricket
awarded two scholarships at
$2500 each to Pharmacy
students in their 3rd or 4th year of
their
pharmacy
course.
Applications were received from
fifty students at each University in
Australia. The standard of the
applications was outstanding and
the final choice a difficult and
challenging task.

CSU student Kate Callaghan receives
her Pharmacy Cricket Scholarship
certificate & $2500 cheque

The successful applicants were
two female students from Charles
Sturt University Wagga Wagga
NSW, Kate Callaghan in her 3rd
year and Maggie Talbot a 4th
year student. The awarding of the
scholarships was made possible
with the generous support of the
2008 – 2009 sponsors of
Pharmacy Cricket.

Maggie Talbot CSU student receives
her Pharmacy Cricket Scholarship
certificate & $2500 cheque

MAN OF THE MATCH AWARDS 2008 - 2009
Andy Dent (Sydney)
Mark White (Country)
Chris Georges (Sydney)
Sylvester Sein (Sydney)
Matt Frith (NSW)
Peter Harrison (WA)
Chris Georges (NSW)
Luke Bereznicki (TAS)
David Ford (VIC)
Jason Roberts (QLD)
Chris Hernandez (NSW)
Nathan Blackmore (Pharmacy)
Nathan Blackmore (Newcastle)
Paul Wickham (Country)

Blues v Golds
City v Country
Pharmacy v The Dentists
Pharmacy v The Doctors
New South Wales v Victoria
Queensland v Western Australia
New South Wales v South Australia
Western Australia v Tasmania
Victoria v South Australia
Queensland v Tasmania
New South Wales v Queensland
Pharmacy v Industry
Sydney v Newcastle
President’s XI v Invitation XI

October 2008
October 2008
November 2008
November 2008
January 2009
January 2009
January 2009
January 2009
January 2009
January 2009
January 2009
February 2009
March 2009
April 2009

‘PLAYER OF THE SEASON’ MEDAL
David Sidgreaves (Sydney)

THOSE WHO CAPTAINED PHARMACY
CRICKET TEAMS 2008 - 2009
Swarup Afsar
Anthony BouAntoun
Ben Brndusic
Christian Hernandez
Andrew McLachlan
Paul Miegel
Peter Mikhail

Western Australia
Sydney
Country
Newcastle
Sydney
NSW
Sydney

Stephen Morgan
Rob O’Shannessy
Jason Roberts
David Sidgreaves
Steve Thompson
Steve White
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Tasmania
South Australia
Queensland
Sydney & NSW
Sydney
Victoria

PHARMACY CRICKET Inc.

SPONSORS
2008-2009 SEASON
PLATINUM & MAJOR SPONSOR

DIAMOND SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

CORPORATE LEASING
SERVICES PTY LTD

DONATIONS

